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In this wonderful description of possibilities lying dormant, Shakura Rei has taken the difficult circumstances of her life and shown that the
hindrances may be great stepping stones for growth and service. The Spiritual Warrior is packed with cutting edge information, healing and
ascension techniques -- the result of one person's dedication to overcome all limitations in her search for self identity. In a simple but thorough
way, Rei describes how we have co-created our experience of duality throughout our lifetimes. A must read book for anyone who is dedicated
to self-healing and ascension. Cuts through the confusion of ascension, self-healing and creating a light body Updates information for all
healers
Leading a more fulfilling life is made possible with this innovative guide that shows that rest is not just an action, but an attitude. The rush of
the outside world can lead to stress and exhaustion, but when approached correctly, life can actually be lived in a relaxing and tranquil manner.
A series of breathing meditations provided on the included audio CD demonstrate how to find the inner peace that ultimately leads to a proper
state of rest. Not just calming and healthy, adequate rest also provides the necessary energy to respond appropriately when the moment of action
arrives.
What's the Secret of Prayer? Prayer. We all know it should be a bigger part of our life. But few feel they have mastered prayer (if that is
possible) and all of us feel we could benefit from clear, practical guidance about how to pray with more power, more passion--and just to pray
more! To help everyone from beginner to seasoned intercessor, Becoming a Prayer Warrior provides a complete guide to the essentials of
powerful prayer. From the basics to inspiring stories of world-changing prayer, Elizabeth Alves guides you in a fresh look at the incredible
mystery of prayer and the benefits that prayer can bring. Move beyond the idea of prayer as a ritual or duty and learn how to truly communicate
with God and experience His power and joy as never before.
Are you ready to open your heart and soul to the journey of self-discovery, curiosity, and intrigue? Do you hope to become a shining light in
your everyday existence? By peering into the life of Andrea Michal, you will find a glimmer of hope and understanding about yourself and
realize you are not alone on the path of light. Andrea’s practice includes connecting to energy fields in order to heal self and others on a
physical and emotional level. She channels information through guidance from her angels and guides and presents it now in Encounter the
Light. This book is a collection of personal accounts and stories intended to help you heal, rise, and renew! Experience the tools necessary to
raise your vibration of light and energy to enter the flow of life and connect to your higher self. Learn how to become a spiritual warrior, accept
more love, let go of fears, and find balance within the polarity of life. Each chapter presents a wealth of knowledge on how we can live more in
our authentic states as unique individuals. Get in touch with the divine source inside of you.
Momentum: Letting Love Lead
An Interdimensional Technique Manual
How Christ's Victory Strengthens Us for Spiritual Warfare
The Psychic Wisdom Seeker Handbook
Discovering the Secret of a Man's Soul
Healing the Spirit, Transforming the Mind, Deepening Love
A Journey into Truth and Freedom

Your freedom is Gods will! Have you ever seen a woman who was full of the Lords joy and secretly wished that you too could
live life with that kind of confidence? Janet McGee set out with her husband, Scott, in 2005 to plant a church in Santa Maria,
California. They were certain in the leading they felt from the Lord and believed they would watch Him quickly gather
precious people together to form a beloved church family. She learned that yes, this is Gods plan, but He had a much bigger
one, and it was to capture her heart and change the whole way she lived. Through her story, you will learn that the freedom
she found is available to everyone, even you. Although this account of Janets life is based from a pastors wifes perspective, the
truths learned and the freedom gained from Christ are available to anyone who loves the Lord. Read this warm, honest, and
compelling glimpse into her life and learn from her example of how exploring Gods Word leads us into true freedom. Share in
her discovery that when choosing to live life from His truths and promises, it becomes filled with peace and joy. Hidden in the
midst of the stories of her adventure with God are precious insights of how God views us and how He encourages us to live.
This book is a feast for your soul. Study guide included.
Written by a Wiccan police officer and martial artist, "Wiccan Warrior" combines personal insights and real-life anecdotes
with ritual, magick, energy work, meditation, self-examination, and self-discipline to show how to access the Warrior
archetype within.
John Eldredge revises and updates his best-selling, renowned Christian classic. God designed men to be dangerous, says John
Eldredge. Simply look at the dreams and desires written in the heart of every boy: To be a hero, to be a warrior, to live a life
of adventure and risk. Sadly, most men abandon those dreams and desires-aided by a Christianity that feels like nothing
more than pressure to be a "nice guy." It is no wonder that many men avoid church, and those who go are often passive and
bored to death. In this provocative book, Eldredge gives women a look inside the true heart of a man and gives men
permission to be what God designed them to be-dangerous, passionate, alive, and free.
In this three volume series The Way of the Warrior, Graham Cooke explores what it means to be captivated by majesty. He is
a passionate believer in the supremacy, sovereignty, and glory of God in and through the body of Christ. There is a place in
the Spirit set aside for us where we make the enemy confused. We weary him by our rest. We discourage him by our faith.
We demoralize him with our joy. We depress him by endurance. He is dispirited by our favor; defeated by our grace.
Warriors win by staying fresher longer.
King, Warrior, Magician, Lover
Gateways to Higher Consciousness
The Hero's Journey to Joy
The Code of Male Ethics
Milarepa and the Art of Discipleship I
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Rest of Your Life
Looking at health from a holistic, multidimensional perspective, this reference seeks to provide a spiritual foundation for
well-being that supplements traditional medical- and alternative-healing models. By exploring the concepts of health and
disease from the inside out and breaking down the process into simple precepts that can be implemented at no cost, this
guide presents techniques and practices that develop a greater awareness of the factors that impact health. An analysis
of eight spiritual principles that serve as a basis for healthy living are followed by useful information regarding stress,
fasting, stretching, breathing, laughter, acid and alkali balance, and the effect of sugar on the body. A 30-day health plan
rounds out the discussion, equipping one with significant and meaningful steps towards health and well-being that can
be maintained for life.
The most comprehensive book to date on the use and understanding of the Lunar Nodes in Vedic astrology. The author
is a widely known and immensely respected teacher with students all over the world. She has used her experience of
working with the nodal axis to show how, by sign and placement, they affect every level of our spiritual existence.
Students of astrology, yoga and ayurveda will find this book particularly helpful.
They have a name for believers who ignore spiritual warfare: victims! Equip yourself for life's daily battles with basic
training from former Green Beret captain Stu Weber, and start winning the war today!
A practical blend of stories, discussion, and practical exercises guides men to find their own answers about what it
means to live and love fully, create satisfying relationships, and celebrate their whole being.
The Everything Toltec Wisdom Book
A Guide Book to Becoming a Modern Day Sage
The Art of Spiritual Living
Wildmen, Warriors, and Kings
Spiritual Assessment
Call of the Soul in Dance Research
Encounter the Light
Practical and profound, this guide to discovering a true self behind the “parts” played in everyday life
presents the information and inspiration necessary to achieve fulfillment. Often taking a humorous
perspective, this work is centered on a belief that the tools we use to deceive ourselves and others are
the same tools we need to know ourselves better. Guided meditation is one of a series of practices at
the center of this strategy that slowly brings into focus an awareness of life and its possibilities.
The 1990s are seeing growth of the Men's Movement and increasing spiritual work. Arnold's book offers a
fresh discussion of masculine spirituality and a powerful call to men to discover and incorporate the
characteristics of the Biblical Wildmen, Warriors, and Kings.
Spiritual Warrior was written in the midst of a physical and spiritual awakening. Ryan Amann went
through a serious and life-changing few months and emerged virtually unscathed. His knowledge of all
things spiritual and of the evolution of mankind is based not only on his experiences, but also on his
prior knowledge and on the research he has done. It will allow you to: - Learn about various beliefs and
ideas related to the evolution of the human race- Begin to hypothesize about the direction we are headed
in as a society- Understand how to best be actively engaged in life and live life in a fully aware and
rewarding way Though Spiritual Warrior is Ryan's first book, it contains the precision of one that has
written for years, and it is a page turner. His first book offers an exciting glimpse into the future of
the human psyche and human evolution. It also offers insight into how we will specifically be growing
and the types of things we will learn as we evolve into a more aware and conscious species. This book is
a must read for those interested in the spiritual evolution of our race, but can also be enjoyable to
read for people of all races, genders, and ages.
The book Discovering Your Passion: The Path of the Spiritual Warrior is a result of a research grant
Officer received as a professor at the U.S. Naval Academy in 1997. The research grant looked into the
meaning of the modern day warrior ethos. The book has been a work in progress over the past thirteen
years. Officer has found that we have both a warrior and a spiritual side to our minds rather than
logical and creative. The warrior side is interested in the bottom line, is quick to judge, and has a
certain toughness. The spiritual side is focused on the process, forgiveness, and exudes calmness. The
fusion of these two sides is called The Path of the Spiritual Warrior. One without the other leaves a
gap in the character of the person. In the past men have gravitated towards the warrior perspective
while women focused on the spiritual side. It is important in todays day in age for both men and women
to synchronize these two concepts together in order to be whole. There are fifteen concepts which make
up both sides of the spiritual warrior perspective including passion, goals, fear, calm, honest, effort,
determination, It will be done attitude, belief, competitive, courage, responsible, serve, awareness,
and ethics. Each of these are crucial to true peace of mind. This book offers readers with a plan
including an enclosed workbook of how to achieve this path. The process shows the person how to reach
their full potential in a simple yet insightful way. Seminars: John Officer is available for seminars.
Contact: 443-370-9639 Website:www.thepathofthespiritualwarrior.com
Spiritual Herstories
An Empowerment Workbook for Men who Love Men
Manifesting Your Spirit
Fulfilling Our Mission in Service to All
Awakening the True Heart of Bravery
Qualities of a Spiritual Warrior
Walking a Spiritual Path in a Sometimes Hostile World
Many of us, without even realizing it, are dominated by fear. We might be aware of some of our fears—perhaps we are afraid of public speaking,
of financial hardship, or of losing a loved one. Chögyam Trungpa shows us that most of us suffer from a far more pervasive fearfulness: fear of
ourselves. We feel ashamed and embarrassed to look at our feelings or acknowledge our styles of thinking and acting; we don’t want to face the
reality of our moment-to-moment experience. It is this fear that keeps us trapped in cycles of suffering, despair, and distress. Chögyam Trungpa
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offers us a vision of moving beyond fear to discover the innate bravery, trust, and delight in life that lies at the core of our being. Drawing on the
Shambhala Buddhist teachings, he explains how we can each become a spiritual warrior: a person who faces each moment of life with openness
and fearlessness. "The ultimate definition of bravery is not being afraid of who you are," writes Chögyam Trungpa. In this book he offers the
insights and strategies to claim victory over fear.
The bestselling, widely heralded, Jungian introduction to the psychological foundation of a mature, authentic, and revitalized masculinity.
Redefining age-old concepts of masculinity, Jungian analysts Robert Moore and Douglas Gillette make the argument that mature masculinity is
not abusive or domineering, but generative, creative, and empowering of the self and others. Moore and Gillette clearly define the four mature
male archetypes that stand out through myth and literature across history: the king (the energy of just and creative ordering), the warrior (the
energy of aggressive but nonviolent action), the magician (the energy of initiation and transformation), and the lover (the energy that connects one
to others and the world), as well as the four immature patterns that interfere with masculine potential (divine child, oedipal child, trickster and
hero). King, Warrior, Magician, Lover is an exploratory journey that will help men and women reimagine and deepen their understanding of the
masculine psyche.
This is a collection of works by internationally recognised women leading the field of dance research and spirituality across the globe. Building on
current soulful research scholarship in the discipline, these authors offer extensive and detailed research into spirituality, dance, gender, religion,
and somatics women-centred dance research. Written by women dance scholars in higher education, this evocative and illuminating work
highlights a growing discourse on gendered leadership in dance research. Spiritual Herstories provides new pathways and innovative research
methods that respond to the educational needs of women emerging in male-centric socio-historic research traditions.
The classic guide to enlightened living that first presented the Buddhist path of the warrior to Western readers—with a new foreword and cover
presentation. This timeless classic presents a vision of basic human wisdom that synchronizes the mind and body—what Chögyam Trungpa
called the sacred path of the warrior. This discipline embodies characteristics that many cultures, regions, and spiritual traditions throughout time
have found valuable. The sacred warrior conquers the world not through violence or aggression but through gentleness, courage, and selfknowledge, discovering the basic goodness of human life and radiating that goodness out into the world for the peace and sanity of others. That’s
what the Shambhala teachings are all about, and this is the book that has been presenting them to a wide and appreciative audience for more
than thirty years. This book is part of the Shambhala Pocket Library series. The Shambhala Pocket Library is a collection of short, portable
teachings from notable figures across religious traditions and classic texts. The covers in this series are rendered by Colorado artist Robert
Spellman. The books in this collection distill the wisdom and heart of the work Shambhala Publications has published over 50 years into a
compact format that is collectible, reader-friendly, and applicable to everyday life.
Sacred America, Sacred World
Embodying Spirit
The Challenge of the Soul
An Interactive Journal
A Guide for the Spiritual Warrior
The Inner Work of the Warrior
The Sacred Path of the Warrior

Qualities of a Spiritual WarriorAn Interactive JournalFastprint PublishingQualities of a Spiritual
Warrior
Has spiritual emotionalism taken the place of true worship in your life? Is your pride, arrogance, or
spiritual ambition creating a division between you and God? It is time for you to engage in a spiritual
assessment. To all mature Christians, pastors, Bible School teachers, and counselors-this clear and
concise spiritual guide, presented from a biblical perspective, will help you engage in the important
task of self-examination. To all those who feel called to do the work of the Lord, right preparation is
essential. Without developing the necessary qualities of a spiritual warrior, you may find yourself ill
equipped to handle such a holy labor as the healing and deliverance of those afflicted from sin and
evil. Through this book you will learn how to make a spiritual assessment not only of yourself but of
your family, corporate, and environmental life. You will examine the depth of your humility, your
obedience to God, and the degree of the purification of your heart. The lessons herein will also teach
you to handle spiritual crises, regardless of their complexity, and how to apply the spiritual
principles of God to defeat the forces of the enemy.
Rabbi Shefa Gold, beloved teacher of chant, Jewish mysticism, prayer and spirituality, introduces you
to this transformative spiritual practice as a way to unlock the power of sacred texts and take prayer
and meditation into the delight of your life.
"In 2006, after building the bestselling franchise Don't Sweat the Small Stuff with her husband
Richard, Kristine Carlson faced a shattering loss--the sudden death of her beloved spouse. Woven
together with the remarkable stories of others' loss and recovery, her deeply moving story reveals a
clear process of healing that is common to everyone and goes far beyond ordinary prescriptions for
getting through hard times. In her new book, From Heartbreak to Wholeness, Kristine offers a lifealtering map for navigating the heroic journey from loss to joy--one that ultimately awakens readers
to a deep love affair with life"-Lunar Nodes
The Song of Solomon Study Guide
Becoming a Prayer Warrior
Strategies for the Battles Christian Men and Women Face Every Day
Finding Repose in the Beloved
Wild at Heart
A Concise Guide to Spiritual Living: The Booklet of Eights
Harrell exposes the difference between fallen angels and demons, the seven stages of spiritual growth, the seven mysteries of eternal
success, the judgment seat of Christ pretest, the original creation and the restored earth, hidden identity of the dragon, keys that
unlock spiritual enlightenment, and other topics in this work. (Practical Life)
In times of upheaval, many of us seek guidance from a spiritual mentor, someone who has confronted challenges and become a
stronger person as a result. Here Rabbi Niles Elliot Goldstein draws from his own hard-won insights and personal experiences as a
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congregational rabbi, martial artist, FBI chaplain, and limit-pusher and interweaves them with the teachings of sages, biblical figures,
and thinkers of all stripes to help us get beyond our own perceived limitations and face life’s challenges with fearlessness and fortitude.
Goldstein identifies eight essential qualities that he believes we must cultivate to live a life of self-empowerment and then uses a
programmatic approach to explore these qualities and the ways we can develop them in ourselves. Rabbi Goldstein is known for
challenging himself physically, mentally, and spiritually. He counseled law enforcement officers at Ground Zero, has traveled to
numerous remote and inhospitable places to learn and teach, and has sought out difficult experiences to rigorously test himself and the
meaning of his faith.
Introduces the idea that loving in the moment is the key to a balanced life, and includes spiritual insights into responsibility,
acceptance, and forgiveness.
The story of the spiritual journey of the famous Tibetan yogi Milarepa is often told, but less well known are the stories of his
encounters with those he met and taught after his own Enlightenment, eleven of which are the catalyst for volumes 18 and 19 of The
Complete Works. The first three were originally published in The Yogi's Joy, and to these have been added an intriguing fourth, 'The
Shepherd's Search for Mind'.The other seven stories form a sequence tracing the relationship between Milarepa and his disciple
Rechungpa, from their first meeting to their final parting, when Rechungpa is exhorted to go and teach the Dharma himself. As
portrayed in The Hundred Thousand Songs of Milarepa, Rechungpa is a promising disciple, but he has a lot to learn, being sometimes
proud, distracted, anxious, desirous of comfort and praise, over-attached to book learning, stubborn, sulky and liable to go to
extremes. In other words, he is very human, and surely recognizable to anyone who has embarked on the spiritual path. He all too often
takes his teacher's advice the wrong way, or simply ignores it, and it takes all of Milarepa's skill, compassion and patience to keep their
relationship intact and help his unruly disciple to stay on the path to Enlightenment.Sangharakshita's commentary is based on
seminars he gave to young, enthusiastic but as yet inexperienced Dharma followers, and while much can be gleaned from it about the
path of practice of the Kagyu tradition, the main emphasis is simply on how to overcome the difficulties that are sure to befall the
would-be spiritual practitioner, how to learn what we need to learn - in short, the art of discipleship.
Gay Spirit Warrior
Living Life as Your True Self
Smile at Fear
A Complete Guide to the Ancient Wisdoms
Living the Spiritual Principles of Health and Well-Being
The Spiritual Warrior
What's it Like Being You?
Looking at the act of giving as a way to bring greater happiness into the life of the giver as well as the receiver, this insightful
exploration challenges contemporary concepts of service. Offering simple and practical techniques for open-minded
volunteering, a wealth of quotes, narratives, and reflective pieces seek to motivate and inspire. Encouraging an attitude of
selflessness with positive and timely action, this thought-provoking guide posits that serving is a gateway to higher
consciousness. Comprised of brief, clear chapters, this perceptive meditation is easy to reference while attending the needs
of others.
Do you know there has to be more to marriage than what you are experiencing right now? Are you tired of trying to make
things work? Do you want God to help you choose a mate, but you're not quite sure what to do? Has your romantic bedroom
turned into a deep freeze? Do you feel you are always on the giving end of relationships? Because the church is often so quiet
on such issues, we mistakenly assume God is quiet, but He's not. The book The Song of Solomon, Love, Sex and Relationships
brings that Bible story to life and shows us God's message is still relevant for today. Used alongside the book, the thoughtprovoking questions in this study guide will help you get to know yourself better, communicate with others, and apply truths
to guide you in living life more fully. Great for individuals, couples or group study! Pastor Jeffrey A. Johnson, Sr. is senior
pastor of Eastern Star Church in Indianapolis, Indiana. Pastor Johnson is a graduate of Bishop College in Dallas, Texas; has
attended Christian Theological Seminary in Indianapolis; and received an honorary Doctor of Divinity degree from Saint
Thomas Christian College, Jacksonville, Florida. Pastor Johnson became pastor of Eastern Star Church in 1988 and the
church has grown under his leadership from 500 to over 10,000 members. In addition, three thriving independent church
plants have been established through Eastern Star Church in the past five years. A devoted husband, Pastor Johnson and his
wife, Sharon Henry Johnson, are the dedicated parents of four sons: Jeffrey Allen, II, Jordan Adam, Jalon Alexander and Josiah
Andrew. Pastor Johnson is committed to preaching and teaching the gospel of Jesus Christ, ministering holistically to the
congregation and community, and lifting the cause of social justice in our world.
What does it mean to be a man? When a culture fails to answer that properly, the results can be disastrous. For men it can
lead to broken identity, overcrowded prisons, spousal abuse, gang violence, chemical addiction and aggressive, anti-social
tendencies that wreck havoc all over the world. For women it can mean living in a suppressed environment where
involvement is marginalized. Using medieval chivalry as a springboard, this book leads the reader into a thought-provoking
quest for values long ignored. By incorporating freedom, personal authenticity, democracy and equality (including feminism),
this new form of chivalry is entirely relevant for today's world.
Milarepa was a much-loved Tibetan yogi, poet, and teacher. His 'hundred thousand songs' have inspired and guided Buddhist
practitioners for centuries, yet examinations of them are few. The Yogi's Joy explores some of these songs to help show how
their lessons are relevant to us today. In these songs we find such themes as fear, honesty, self-respect, practising with
others, the student-teacher relationship, and how we can make teachings our own..
Spiritual Warrior
Secrets of the Spiritual Matrix
Chivalry-Now
Masculine Spirituality and the Bible
Serving & Giving
The Magic of Hebrew Chant
Spirit Warriors
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"This book weaves the best of today's emergent spirituality with seasoned political
wisdom, demonstrating how America can grow beyond its current stagnation and political
gridlock to become a world leader in peace and progress. It promotes a transpartisan,
nonideological, and pragmatic approach to social reform, and includes practical ideas and
innovative strategies that explore evolutions in political leadership, environmental
concerns, and economic reformation"-Toltec Wisdom has been passed down personally and privately from master to apprentice in
Mexico for over two thousand years. The Toltec Path is a spiritual path, not a religion.
The Everything Toltec Wisdom Book explains the fundamentals of this tradition and teaches
readers how it can be used to understand and change the way they think. Written by Allan
Hardman, a Toltec Master, this book provides readers with easy to-implement, step-by-step
guidance to using Toltec Wisdom to live a life that is happy, fulfilling, and successful.
Featuring the core beliefs called the three masteries: The mastery of Awareness The
mastery of Transformation The mastery of Intent The Everything Toltec Wisdom Book
provides contemporary interpretations readers can use to improve their lives!
Warriors of spirit across the ages and across disciplines (martial arts, healing arts,
creative arts, spiritual arts, political arts) embody certain qualities. In embodying
(deeply practicing) these qualities, stress effects are reduced, increased energy
results, awareness expands, confidence deepens, the mind grows quiet and more open to
creative solutions, right relationship occurs, and the state known as flow becomes one's
lifestyle. The embodying of these qualities is an essential next step in the
transformation of human consciousness and in the survival of the human species. You are
invited to include these qualities on your journey, to sit with them, entertain them, try
them on for size, and perhaps find they become you.
“A battle manual for every Christian.” —Sinclair B. Ferguson The Christian life is a
battle. We are in a daily struggle against the world, sin, and Satan. But God didn’t
leave us to fend for ourselves. He gave us his own armor—armor that Jesus has already
worn on our behalf all the way to the cross. The same power that raised Christ from the
dead is now at work inside of us. This book unpacks each of the pieces of spiritual armor
Paul describes in Ephesians 6, inviting us to take up the armor each day, all while
resting in the finished victory of Christ and the assurance that our strength for the
battle comes from him.
Discovering Your Passion: the Path of the Spiritual Warrior
From Heartbreak to Wholeness
Rediscovering the Archetypes of the Mature Masculine
Wiccan Warrior
Where Do You Live?
The Whole Armor of God
How to Effectively Conduct a Spiritual Assessment and Grow in the Anointing of God
Presenting keys for mastering relationships and combating fear and addictions, this perceptive meditation reflects on methods for creating
abundance and love. Examining the question How do we live rewarding inner spiritual lives in a constantly changing world?, this useful
guide offers successful tips for countering negative habits and living more successfully each day. Full of wisdom, humor, and common
sense, the book portrays conscious individuals as warriors battling the anxieties of modern life through intention and impeccability, as
opposed to violent means. A practical journal of spiritual convergence is also included.
Plant these spiritual seeds in your heart and watch them grow in your relationships, your parenting, your education and your life! Simple,
empowering and refreshing!
Shambhala
Yogi's Joy
Simple Practices for Spiritual Living
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